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Vorwerker Diakonie operates standard care facilities, daycare centers and a clinic for child 
and adolescent psychiatry. However, it also runs bakeries, carpentry shops, and 
workshops for people with disabilities. It is active in a diverse range of industries and 
companies, maintaining over 70 facilities. Vorwerker Diakonie supports people 
everywhere across Germany, in all situations and phases of life, taking on great 
responsibility in doing so. Over the years, these diverse tasks have also given rise to 
many complex and individual processes.

As a pioneer in the social economy, Vorwerker Diakonie has now taken the next step 
towards digitalization, introduced standard processes, and set up its ERP system for the 
future.

Vorwerker Diakonie: 
Companionship, Support and 
Lending a Helping Hand 

Picture Credit | Customer Name, City, State/Country. Used with permission.



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• The overall aim was to identify and establish opportunities for digitalization in the social economy
• The old SME solution could not keep pace with digitalization
• The team wanted to move from customized, in-house software, towards standardized best-practice processes
• An additional aim was to reduce costs for ongoing operations and further software development

Why SAP
• As a global market leader, SAP has developed best practices with numerous customers to simplify and integrate 

processes
• SAP offers future viability through continuous development of its software and operation from a single source in 

the cloud
• SAP® software supports end-to-end processes and rapid implementation of digitalization measures
• Competence and professionalism of the SAP developers and consultants ensured collaborative and trusting 

cooperation during the greenfield implementation

After: Results
• The management of incoming invoices, including invoice verification and billing, has become more efficient
• Several processes have been integrated, for example in both cost and external accounting
• Regular process optimizations are delivered automatically through quarterly updates in the cloud, leading to 

visible improvements and making work easier for employees
• Increased transparency into financial processes between management and the finance department

Optimized Financial Processes and Satisfied Employees —
Thanks to SAP® Solutions

Vorwerker
Diakonie
Lübeck, Germany
www.vorwerker-
diakonie.de 

Industry
Healthcare, 
Professional 
Services

Employees
> 3000

Revenue
€114 million

Products and Services
Childcare, youth welfare, 
assistance for people 
with disabilities, care for 
the elderly 

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP S/4HANA® Cloud
SAP Multi-Bank Connectivity
SAP Invoice Management by OpenText
SAP Cloud Platform Integration
SAP Cash Application
SAP Collections and Disputes Management

"Every three months, we realize one or another 
small benefit through a quarterly update.
That is always received with enthusiasm because, 
for example, there is a new feature that makes your 
life easier."
Andre Rieb, Application Manager/Project Manager SAP S/4HANA 
Cloud, Vorwerker Diakonie

84%
reduction in time required to 
release invoices, freeing up 
employees for core business 
processes

350
users in the public cloud

4x
per year updates are performed 
automatically, leading to 
increased employee satisfaction PU
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Vorwerker Diakonie is on course towards significantly clearer and less complex financial 
processes, with tangible improvements already seen and felt by employees. 

In the past, around 1,200 employees checked and approved invoices every day. Since 
implementing the new software, just under 200 employees are required to do this – and 
the process runs much smoother. In addition, the non-profit organization has optimized its 
internal cost allocation, streamlined its account system, and simplified its bank connection.

In the future, Vorwerker Diakonie would like to increase its use of machine learning and to 
pursue the development of an app, allowing customers of its financial management 
services to view their account balance at any time. 

A Pioneer in the Social Economy:
Accounting Can Be Easy Too

"We are now in a position to take further innovative steps."
Andre Rieb, Application Manager / Project Manager SAP S/4HANA Cloud, Vorwerker Diakonie


